Why smartCRUTCH® is the best choice for Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome

- The smartCRUTCH design helps you to maintain proper posture and gait, reducing the risk of incorrect repetitive movement patterns.
- Replacement parts for wear and tear items so your smartCRUTCH will last longer.
- Transfer of the weight to the forearm reduces the pressure on the wrists and hands up to six times. This will eliminate common injuries and complications found with the use of standard issue underarm or forearm crutches.
- 15-90 degree settings to give you choices on pain flare days with the twist of a dial. Use your same crutch as a cane, a comfortable forearm crutch, and as a platform crutch – all in the same day!
- COMFORT is the number one concern for smartCRUTCH. High-density memory foam is used as padding in the cuff to add cushioning. Molded rubber handles give a comfortable grip. Shock absorption is built into the ferrules and into the cuffs high-density memory foam.
- Hourglass shaped ferrules designed to maximize surface contact.
- The unique design relieves stress on the body significantly reducing fatigue. This keeps you mobile for longer each day – either standing or walking.
- smartCRUTCH takes the pressure off your shoulders, elbows, wrists, hands and fingers, reducing the risk of dislocation or pain.
- Each smartCRUTCH tailors to your exact height and unique body measurements for an ergonomic fit, that’s right for you.
- Lightweight and easy to lift.
- Sleek, modern looking design that comes in 10+ fashion colors to match your clothes, the occasion or your mood. Or Zebra Stripes, just for you!
- Collapsible cuff and lower leg for easy storage under seats, in cars, on public transport, and on planes. This keeps you mobile and on the move!
- Ergonomically designed with right and left handle grips, provide a natural wrist angle and even load across the palm. Molded rubber handles add comfort and stability.

smartcrutch-usa.com

Purchase a Zebra smartCRUTCH in May 2017 using the coupon code #DazzleYourCommunity and receive $5 off. smartCRUTCH will also donate $5 to the Ehlers-Danlos Society. #ilovemysmartcrutch #freedomtomove